CaDHRI

The Carolina Digital Health Research Initiative (CaDHRI) is a partnership of UNC's Health Sciences Library & School of Medicine with UNC Health Care’s Center for Innovation. CaDHRI promotes digital health for faculty, students, providers, and researchers by offering workshops & seminars, devices for research studies, and digital health consultations.

YOUR HEALTH® Radio

YOUR HEALTH® is a weekly radio talk show on patient health produced by the University of North Carolina Department of Family Medicine. YOUR HEALTH® provides practical health-related news and information to its listeners. The show features health experts, patient experiences and health topics in the news.

NC Health Info

NC Health Info is an online guide to websites of quality medical information that can help patients understand and manage many frequently diagnosed health conditions. NC Health Info is widely available, linked from NC public libraries and through NC Live where it reaches community colleges and private and public universities. The site is a service of the UNC Chapel Hill Health Sciences Library.

The NC AHEC Digital Library (ADL) is a collection of digital library services and resources to support health care in North Carolina. The ADL supports the NC AHEC Program and its libraries, as well as ADL hospital consortium members located throughout North Carolina. The ADL is fully supported by the NC AHEC Program and membership fees, and it is a part of the NC AHEC Information and Library System Network.